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    1. Way to Lo  2. Leo  3. Vaja  4. Springtime  5. Movaneba  6. Gypsy  7. The Road  8. Autumn
 9. Red  10. Nikusha    Nino Katamadze (vocals, Rhodes piano)    Gocha Kacheishvilli (electric
& acoustic guitars, synthesizer)    David Abduladze (drums, synthesizer, piano)    Ucha
Gugunava (bass guitar)    Nikusha Loladze (voice) (10)  +  Niaz Diasamidze (panduri) (9)   
Anatoly Gerasimov (saxophone) (1)       

 

  

The new album will became continuation of the color concept in names of albums released by
Katamadze and Insight (“White” in 2006, “Black” in 2006, “Blue” in 2008, “Red” in 2010), Sharm
Holding, the organizer of the concert, reported.

  

According to Katamadze, jazz is different, thus her each concert becomes an expected holiday
for fans and new audience.

  

Nino Katamadze and Insight band are currently among the most interesting, distinctive and
demanded musicians. They performed over 100 full house concerts in Russia, the Baltic states,
Ukraine and other countries over the past year. --- panarmenian.net

  

 

  

The world-known Georgian jazz-rock singer, leader of the band “Inside” told it tut.by while
speaking about her likes and dislikes in Belarus.
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"I really love Belarus, like the overall energy, it is very quiet here. This the first point. The
second is beautiful eyes. The third – the food is very tasty. What concerns negative points – I
think that the retention of the death penalty is a negative point here. At present, I don't know any
other negative points,” said Nino Katamadze.

  

We are pleased to note that "Human rights activists against the death penalty in Belarus" had
the opportunity to talk with a representative of “Inside”. The reason for the correspondence with
the director of the group was a situation associated with the use of the composition “Movaneba”
from the album “Red” (2010) in the documentary film "Cause of Death Left Blank". The
filmmakers felt that Nino's Katamadze magical voice could perfectly convey the tragedy of
Sviatlana Zhuk (whose son was shot dead in 2010), the main character of this documentary.
Human rights activists are very grateful to the people who don't stay indifferent to problems of
others, to Nino Katamadze and the whole band “Insite” - for their creativity and humanity. ---
spring96.org

  

download (mp3 @320 kbs):

  

yandex 4shared mega mediafire uloz.to cloudmailru uptobox ge.tt
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